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INTRODUCTION 
Let T, S be two linear bounded operators defined in the Banach 
space X. Each of them can be considered to be obtained by a pertur- 
bation of the other. Defining the perturbation radius p(T, S), (see 
Def. 1 .l) of T, S we extend in Th. 2.3 a perturbation formula of 
Schwartz [II] to the non-commutative case. The function p(.,.) 
defines a topology for operators which we call the “perturbation 
topology”. 
We show that a limit of decomposable operators in this topology is 
again a decomposable operator (Th. 2.7). 
This closure property is valid also for operators which have the 
single-valued extention property (Th. 2.6). 
In Section 3 we prove that the set of all scalar operators in a reflexive 
Banach space is an inductive limit of complete metric spaces 
(Th. 3.12). 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout, A denotes the complex field, Z8 is the Boolean algebra 
of all Bore1 subsets of (1 and X is a Banach space over (1. A domain 
is an open subset of rl. If K is a compact subset then F(K) denotes 
the set of all analytic omplex functions whose domains contain K. 
The algebra of all linear bounded operators acting 3 is denoted by 
Z(X) and I is the identity operator. 
For any T E L?(X), / T Isp is the spectral radius of T and if 
f E F(o( T)) then f(T) = l/2+ J,f(x) R(h; T) dh where r is an 
admissible contour in the sense of VII.3.9 [8]. 
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Let S E S(X) and (T\ S)(^) = C;cnO (-l)k($) Tn-kSk, n = 0, I,... 
7 
We put fsp(T, 8) = llmn+m I( T\ S)(n)llln. If Vis an arbitrary operator 
thenp,,V, S)QJ~~(T~ V> + P~~(V, WW~+T&“~~) +P~~G% T) 
(P 31). 
1.1. DEFINITION. The quantityp( T, S) = max(p,,( T, S), p&S, T)) 
is called the perturbation radius of T, S. 
The map T, S -+p( T, S) is a semi-metric. If TS = ST then we 
have (T \ S)(“) = (T - S)n, pRP (T, S) = P,&% T) = P(T, s> = 
I T-SLY,. For any h E A and any T, S the equality p(AT, AS) = 
/ h I&( T, S) holds. 
1.2. DEFINITION. The topology determined by p in S?(X) is called 
the perturbation topology (p-topology). The set of all linear bounded 
operators defined in 3E endowed with this topology is denoted simply 
by 9. 
The topology of Y is non-separated. The convergence in 2 is in 
fact the “spectral bilateral convergence” of [12]. 
Let us recall now some definitions which will be used in our 
exposition. 
A subspace Y of X is invariant (resp. ultra-invariant) for T if 
TY C Y resp. VfiY C g for any operator V which commutes with T). 
Here and in the sequel “operator” means element of g(X). 
If SY is a closed invariant subspace of T such that for any other 
closed invariant subspace ZZ’ of T the inclusion o(T / 3?‘J C u( T / ?Q 
implies %” C kY then we say that g is a spectral maximal space of 
T([9]). A spectral maximal space of T is ultra-invariant for T 
(Th. l.l., [9]). 
The operator T is called ecomposable if for any finite open covering 
{GJY of u(T) th ere is a system (3$}7 of spectral maximal spaces of T 
such that u( T / X,) C Gi , Cyf”=, 3+= X [9]. 
An operator T has the single-valued extension property if for any 
domain G the equation (h - T) v(h) ES 0 has only the null analytic 
X-valued solution defined in G [3], [6]. 
If T has the single-valued extention property then for any x E X, 
Pi is the maximal domain of existence of the analytic X-valued 
function xr( a) such that (h - T)+(h) E x and ur(x) is the complement 
of ,+.(x) [3], [6]. For any u(C A) the set X,(u) = {X : x E X, u*(x) C u} 
is a ultra-invariant subspace of T (see Lemma 3. [3]). If u and 3&(u) 
are closed then X,(u) is a spectral maximal space of T (Lemma 5.[3]) 
such that u( T j X,(u)) C u n u(T). 
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Any decomposable operator T has the single-valued extention 
property (Th. 2.1, [9]) and for any closed u, XT(u) is closed 
(Th. 2.3 [9]). 
Let u, 6 be two compact subsets of (1 and d(a, S) = supA- dist(h, S). 
If we denote C(u, r) = {h; X E (1, dist(X, u) < r} for any u C (1 and 
r 3 0, then it is easily seen that we have d(u, S) = inf(r : cr C C(S, r)}. 
Using this equality one obtains d(u, S) < S(u, 7) + d(~, S) for any 
compact T. Because no confusion can occur we denote p(u, 6) = 
max(d(u, S), d(S, u)). It is well known that the family of all compact 
subsets of (I endowed with the map p(.,.) becomes a complete metric 
space (see Lemma 3.3). This space will be denoted by X. 
2. A PERTURBATION FORMULA AND SOME PROPERTIES OF THE 
PERTURBATION TOPOLOGY 
Let (T& C -Y(X) such that limn+m I T, llin = r < co, K E X and 
g an analytic g(X) -valued (resp. X-valued) function defined in K’. 
2.1. LEMMA. For any F E X such that F n C(K, Y) = 4 the series 
CEO KLln!lg’“‘(~) isuniformly convergent, with respect o X in F, in the 
norm topology of 5?(I) (resp. f). Its sum is an analytic function in 
(CW, r))‘. 
Proof. Let G be a domain whose boundary I’ consists from a 
finite number of closed Jordan curves such that G 3 C(F, Y), 
(Gnr)nK= 0. Then we have 
for any h E F. Taking M,, > 0 such that 1 g([)( < M,, for < E I’ and 
Y* = ,&h, F) we have ) g(n)(h)1 < 2 M&~+’ in F. It follows 
and because 
we obtain that our series is uniformly convergent in F in the norm 
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topology. The second part of the lemma is a consequence of the 
first part. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. The map 2 : 2 --+ ~$7 dejned by the equation 
C(T) = u(T) is a contaction. 
Proof. Let T, 5’ E 5? and T*, S* their adjoints (see VI. 2.1 [S]). 
Since we have evidently p(T, S) = p(T*, S*), using Lemma 2.1 we 
obtain that the series 
g&i) = f (-I)” CT \,:‘jcnl $ R(h; S), 
a=0 n 
g&i) = f (-1)” (** \,;*‘im) -$ R(h; s*) 
n=o 
are convergent in (C(o(S), p( T, S))‘. 
By the calculus of Th. 1 [3] it results (h - T)gl(h) = 1, 
(h - T*)g,(h) = I* consequentlyg,(h) is a right inverse of X - T and 
(g,(h))* /X is a left inverse of h - T. It follows X E p(T) and 
U(T) C C(a(S), p( T, S)) thus d(o( T), o(S)) < p( T, S). Analogously we 
have d(a(S), u(T)) <p(T, S) thus p(u(T), a(S)) < p(T, S) which 
finishes the proof. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let S E JZ and Y > 0. Then for any T E A? such that 
p( T, S) ,< r we haoe F(u( T)) 3 F(u(S), r)) and iffy F(C(u(S), r)) 
f(T) = f q? 
n=o n-0 
the series being convergent in the norm topology of operators. 
Proof. By the preceding proposition we have p(u( T), u(S)) < r 
thus u(T) C C(u(S), r) which implies 9(u( T)) 1 F(C(u(S), I)). 
If h $ C(u(S>, > r , using the notations of Prop. 2.2 we have R(X; T) = 
g,@) = g,(4)* I 3. s ince ((T* \ S*)(“))* = (- l)“(S** \ T**)cn) 
by a simple calculus we obtain: 
Multiplying these equalities by (l/2&) f(A) and integrating on a 
suitable contour (see Lemma 2.1), we obtain, as in [II] (or 
VII. 6. 10 [8]), the formula from the theorem. 
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Let us denote by B the set of all operators which have the single- 
valued extension property and by 3 the set of all decomposable 
operators. We suppose that 9 and 9 are topologic spaces with the 
topology induced by 2. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let x E X, x # 0. The map C, : P ---f .X de$ned 
by the equation C, (T) = uT(x) is a contraction. 
Proof. Let T, S E P and denote Fz = C(u,(x), p(T, S)). By 
Lemma 2.1 the function h defined by the equation 
h(h) = f (-1)” (T \,f”“’ $%X,(h) 
?I=0 
is analytic in Fj. . Using the calculus of Th. 3 [31, we obtain 
(A - T)h(X) = x; thus uT(x) CF, and d(oT(x), us(x)) < p(T, 5’). By 
symmetry we have also d(u,(x), oT(x)) < p( T, S). Consequently, 
P(44, uss(4) G P(T, 3, and the proposition is proved. 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let T, S E 9 and u C A. Then we have: 
944 c C(Q(X), P(T, 0, 
Proof, The first inclusions is proved in the preceding proposition. 
NowifxEXr() CJ we have us(x) C C(u,(x), p( T, S)) and since ur(x) C u 
we have also u,(x) C C(a, p( T, S)) which proves the second inclusion. 
2.6. THEOREM. 9 is a closed subspace of 2’. 
Proof. The proof is contained in Th. 3.1. [12]. 
2.7. THEOREM. 9 is a closed subspace of 3’. 
Proof. Let {T,},” C 9 and T E 9 such that lim,,, p( T, , T) = 0. 
By Th. 2.6, T has the single-valued extention property; thus if u is 
a closed set in A, we can consider the subspace X,(a). By Cor. 2.5 we 
have 3&(o) C Xrn(C(u, p(T, , T)) C X,(C(a, 2p(T, , T))) and because 
XTn(C(u, p( T,, , T))) is closed (Th. 2.3 [9]), it follows 
Let x E X;(U). We have ur(x) C C(u, 2p(T, , 7’)) for any n; thus 
u&x) C u which shows that X,(O) is closed. 
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If {G,}Y’, is an open covering of o(T) we can take a compact set 
aj , ai C Gj such that (Jy!i nt. aj 1 u(T). By Prop. 2.2 we can find n, 
such that l~y!i nt. uj 1 u(T,) for any n > n, . Taking n > n, such 
that C(uj 9 P( Tn 9 T)) C Gj > if we put Xj = X,(C(uj , p(T, , T)) we 
we have ~~!i 3Ej = X because T, is decomposable and 
(Cor. 2.5). 
Also because Xj is closed it is a spectral maximal space of T such 
that u( T 15) C C(, , p( T, , T)). It follows that T is a decomposable 
operator and the theorem is proved. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Let {T&’ b e a sequence of decomposable operators 
commuting with T. If limn+co 1 T, - T lsp = 0 then T is a decomposable 
operator. 
Proof. We have p( T, , T) = / T - T lap and thus T is decom- 
posable by the preceding theorem. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let T E 9 and S a spectral operator commuting 
with T. Then TS and T + S are elements of 8. 
Proof. Let E be the resolution of S. By Th. 7. [6] there is a 
sequence of partitionings (hi”), ujn)) such that 
lim / j hE(dh) - C h~)E($)) / = 0. n-Kc j 
Since T G hj”‘E(uj”)) has the single-valued extension property 
(Lemma 1.3 [4]) and 
we have by Th. 2.6 that TS has the single-valued extentions property. 
LetnowhEp(-S).WehaveT+S=(h+S)((T-A)R(h;-S)+I) 
thus applying Th. 1.5 [4] we reduce the sum to a product. 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Let T E 9 and S a spectral operator commuting 
with T. Then TS and T + S are elements of 9. 
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Proof The proof for the product case is similar to that of Prop. 2.9. 
Using the same notations we have that hj”)T 1 E(uj”‘) X is decom- 
posable by Lemma 2.4. [2] and T Ci hiA)E(ajn)) isdecomposable as a 
direct sum of decomposable operators (Prop. 2.9 [4]). By Cor. 2.8. TS 
is a decomposable operator and the sum is reduced to a product as 
before (see also Th. 2.11 [4]). 
3. A CHARACTERISATION OF THE SET OF SPECTRAL OPERATORS 
IN A REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACE 
We shall denote by Y (resp. 9”“) the set of all spectral (resp. scalar) 
operators defined in f. 
Let T E Y. The resolution of the identity of T is denoted by 
E(T, a>. 
ForanyM>l we put YM={T;T~9’,IE(T,o)i <M,aek4?} 
and analogously we define YMo. 
The sets Y, Y”, Y,, , YMo are considered topologic spaces with the 
topology induced by 2. If T, S E Y” and p( T, S) = 0 then by 
Conseq. 3 [3] we have T = S thus Y” and YMo are metric spaces. 
Let {X,} be a family of subspaces of X. We denote by 
the closed linear manifold generated by 
A p-Cauchy sequence in 6e is a sequence {T,}: such that 
limp( T, , T,) = 0. 
We shall denote by G (resp. F) (perhaps with a low index) an open 
(resp. compact) set in /1. 
Let {T&’ be a p-C auchy sequence in 9. Then we put 
Je(G) = i ; G,(G) 
n=lR=n 
and 
X(F) = (-j X(G). 
G3F 
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If (T is an arbitrary subset in A then 
F(o) = v X(F). 
FCo 
It is easily seen that we have X(G,) C X(G,) if G, C G, , X(F,) C X(F,) 
if Fl C F, , &(ui) C &(~s) if g1 C era nd 8(u) = 3(a) if u is closed. 
In Props. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4, we use these conventions without any 
supplementary mention. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let Fl , F, , G such that Fl C G, G C int. F, . 
There is n, such that 
qpJ c X(G) c G,(FJ 
for any n > n, . 
R-ooj Indeed if we take n, such that C(F, , p(T, , TV&)) C G, 
C(G, p( T, , T,)) C F, for n, m > n, , then we have, by Cor. 2.5, 
3ETn(F,) C Xrm(G) C XT,(F2) and our proposition results. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. If ul, u2 C fl, Z1 n ez = 0, ej E 37 then we 
have d,(a,) n a(~,) = {0}, 6'(ul) + Ca(u2) = b(a, u u2). 
Proof. Let Fl , F, such that ui C int. Fi , Fl n F, = 0. By 
Lemma 2.3 [2] we have X,*(F, u F,) = XTn(F,) @ 3ETfl(F,) for any n, 
and for any F, X,(F n (Fl u F,)) = X,(F n Fl) @ XTS(F n F,). If 
G C int.(F, u Fz) we have 
S-,(G) = v Xrn(Q 
consequently 
It follows X(F n (Fl u F,)) = X(F n Fl) + X(F n F,) for any F. If 
F C u1 u u2 we have X(F) C 8(uJ + B(u,) thus 
The opposite inclusion is trivial and since &(ui) C TTWoJFj) for n, 
enough large, the proposition is proved. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let {un}F b e a Cauchy sequence in S and u = 
(A : A E A, limn+m dist(h, 0%) = O}. Then u E X and we have 
I%,, p(s , a) = 0. 
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Proof By hypothesis there is n, such that p(u, , u,,) < 1 if 
n >, n, . Thus u, C C(on, , l), which shows that cr is bounded. 
If TV E O, pLn E a and lim,,, p% = p we have 
thus limn.+m dist.(p, 0 ) = 0 and u is closed. It results u E X. 
Let us suppose that lim,,, p(u, , u) = E > 0. Then we can find 
two sequences {nk}y, {~~}y such that lim,,, nk = co, lim,,, p”k = p 
and either t.~ E u,~ \ C(u, c/2) or pLli E u \ C(unK, i). 
Using the inequalities 
we obtain either p E u or lim,,, dist.& , u,,) = 0, which is impossible. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let K = {h : h E II, limn+oo dist.(h, u(T,)) = 0). 
Then we have: 
(i) If Fr C int. F, F C int. F, then there is no such that 
%-JF,) C T(F) C &-,,(Fd for n 3 no ; 
(ii) F n K = o =t- X(F) = {0}, X(K) = 3E; 
(iii) (int. F) n K # M =c- X(F) # (0); 
(iv) F$ K *X(F) #X. 
Proof. (i) Let Fl , Fz such that Fl C int. F, F C int. F. Also we 
can take G, , G, such that Fr C G, , G, C int. F, F C G, , G, C int F, . 
Since we have evidently X(G,) C X(F) C X(G,) we can find by 
Prop. 3.1 an no such that X,JF,) C X(F) C 3ZT,(F2) for any n > no . 
(ii) If FnK= or and FCintF,, F,nK= 0 we have 
W) C &,W f or n >, n,((i)). Since X,=(F,) = X,(F n u(T,)) using 
Prop. 2.2 and Lemma 3.3 we can find m > n, such that 
F2 n U( TvJ = la thus X(F) C &JF,) = (0). 
Let now G 3 K and E > 0 such that C(K, E) C G. Using Prop. 2.2. 
and Lemma 3.3 we can find no such that a( Tn) C C(K, c) for n > no . 
Also by Prop. 3.1 we can take m >, no such that X,(C(K, E)) C X(G). 
Since XT,( C(K, c)) = X we have X(G) = I and X(K) r)G3KX(G) = X. 
(iii) If (int. F) n K # M then taking Fl C int. F, 
(int. F,) n K # izi 
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we can find n, such that (int. FJ n a( T,) for n > n1 and by (i) an IZ~ 
such that Xrm(F,) CX(F) for n > n, . 
If 112 max(n,-, , n,) we have X,~(F,) f- (0) (Lemma 2.1 [9]) thus 
WY # Kv. 
(iv) Let F $ K. Th en we can take F, such that F C int F2 , 
F, ~5 K and by (i) n, such that X(F) C 3ETm(F) for n 3 n, . Since 
limn-tm p(u(T,), K) = 0 h t ere is m < n, such that F, $ u( T,) thus 
3ETm(F,) # X (otherwise u( T,) C F,) and X(F) # X. 
Throughout the remainder of the paper we suppose that X is a 
reflexive Banach space. 
Let LIM be a fixed Banach limit (II. 4.22. [S]) and {xn}y C 3E such 
that 1 X, 1 < r for any n. 
If we put 9(x*) = LIM, x*xn then v is a linear functional on X* 
such that 1 v 1 < r. Since X is reflexive we can identify q with an 
element of X which will be denoted by LIM, x, . In fact we have 
Y(x*) = x* LIM, X, = LIM, x*xn . 
3.5. LEMMA. Let 3Y be a closed subspace of X and {xn}y a bounded 
sequence in X. If there is no such that x, E CAY for n > n, then LIM, x, E %Y. 
Proof. Let x* E ?!Yyl. We have x* LIM, x, = LIM, x* x, = 
LIM, x*xno+, = 0 thus LIM, x, E ?YLl = GY (11.4.17 [S]). 
Let {T,}: be a Cauchy sequence in YM . Because any spectral 
operator is decomposable, we have also T, E 9. In Prop. 3.6, 3.7, 3.9, 
and 3.16 we study the map u -+ a(u) corresponding to this sequence. 
We shall denote by s,, the family of all subsets of /1 such that 
6(u) + &(a’) = 3E. It is evident that if u E a0 then u’ E go. 
Also we denote by a1 the smallest Boolean algebra which contains 
all closed subsets of rl. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let u, 6 C A, u n 6 = ,@ and x E C?'(U), y E E(u') 
then we have: 
Proof. By the definition of d it suffices to prove our proposition 
for u and 6 compact. Thus let x E SE(u), y E X(6) and F such that 
uC(intF),Fn6 = Izr.Ifl;;nF= 0 andSCint.F,wecanfindn, 
such that x E 3ETm(F), y EWE*” for n 3 n, (Prop. 3.4). Using 
Th. 4 [6], we have E(T, , F)x = X, E( T, , F’)y = y thus ) x I = 
lE(Tn,F)(x+y)l <MIx+y/. 
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3.7. PROPOSITION. Let FI , F2 be two closed sets uch that FI C Fz . 
Then we have b(F,) = b(F,) + E(F2 \ FI). 
Proof. Let o E A9 (5 E A’). Then for any x EX we have LIM, 
E(Tn Y u)x E X(e), because for G, open, GO 3 6 one obtains, 
by Prop. 3.1 and Lemma 3.5, LIM, E(Tn , a)x EX(GJ. Putting 
= C(F, , l/m) we have y = LIM, LIM, E(T, , a,) x E &(F,). 
rzdeed, without loss of generality we may suppose that FI , F2 are 
compact, thus for any k we obtain LIM, E( T, , u,+Jx E X(ak) and con- 
sequently LIM, LIM, E( T, , U& EX(UJ. To finish the proof it 
suffices to show that x - y E b(F, \ FI) for any x E b(F,). 
For this let G open, G 3 F, and G, = G \ urn . Since for x E d(F,) 
we have x = E(T, , G)x = E(T, , a,)~ + E(T, , G,)x, for large n, 
it follows x - LIM, E(T, , urn) x E X(G,). But G is arbitrary, thus 
x - LIM, E( T, , crpn) x E 3E (F2 \ a,) C b(F, \ FI) and we can apply 
again Lemma 3.5. 
3.8. COROLLARY. Any closed F is in B0 . 
Proof. We can apply Prop 3.7 with A = F, , F = FI . 
Using Prop. 3.6 we can associate to any u E ~9~ a projection such 
that E(u) + E(u’) = I, / E(u)\ < M. 
3.9. PROPOSITION. Let FI , F2 be two closed sets. Then FI \ F, E .S90 
and we have: 
(9 EPS) = JYF, \ 4) + EPl n F2) 
(ii) E(F, n F2) = E(F,) E(F,). 
Proof. By Prop. 3.6, 3.7 and Cor. 3.8 we have 
X = B(F, \&) 0 Wl f-7 F,) 0 d(F;) 
and since b(F, n F,) + &‘(F;) C b((F, \F,)‘) we have FI \F, E @,, . 
Let now x E X and x1 G b(F, \ F,), x2 E b(F, n F,), x3 E d(FJ such 
that x = x1 + x2 + xs . Because we have evidently E(u) E(6) = 0 for 
any u, 6 E go such that u n 6 = IZI one obtains E(F,)x = x1 + x2, 
E(F, \ F,)x = xl , E(F, n F,)x = x2 thus 
-qW = WI \F,)x + WI n &)x 
and (i) results. 
Since we have also E(F,) = E(F2 \ FI) + E(F, n F,) it follows 
Wd -Vd = Wl \4) + E(F, n WW% W) 
+ WI n h)) = Vi n b) 
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3.10. PROPOSITION. We have Sl C AY,, and E 1 gl is a spectral 
measure supported by K = {A : h E A, limn+, dist(h, u( T,)) = 01, For 
any CJ E aI we have 1 E(a)/ < M. 
Proof. Let u E .5Sl .We can represent u as a finite union UT=i ui 
such that ui n uk = IZI for j # k and each u; is a difference of closed 
sets. We have 
LetF,Cu;. 
Using Prop. 3.9 one obtains 
Thus 
fi E(F,) = E (hFj) 
j=l 5=1 
fJ E(Fj)X c d(h u;). 
j=l i=l 
It follows 
and repeating rz times this reasoning we obtain fly=“=, E(ui) X C Q(4). 
Since we have also (& E(u,)) X C r?(u) it results u E k%‘s and E(a) = 
CFxl El+ 
Nowletu,SE~91andu\6=U~=“=,u~,,\uo~=”=,6i,un6=Ujk_l7~ 
where each representation is taken as above. We have E(u) = 
CE”=, E(u,) + C,“_, E(T~), E(6) = C,“=, E(&) + Cj”=, -WI); consequently 
E(u) E(6) = i E(TJ = E(u n 6) 
j=l 
and 
E(u u 6) = 2 E(q) + f I?(?$) + i E(q) = E(u) + E(6) - E(u) E(6). 
j=l j=l j=l 
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By Prop. 3.4 we obtain supp. E = K and the boundedness of E 
results by its construction. 
3.11. THEOREM. 9"O (resp. 9”) is a complete metric (resp. semi- 
metric) space. 
Proof. Let (T,}: b e a Cauchy sequence in 9, and E the spectral 
measure of Prop. 3.10. Iff is a continuous complex function defined 
in K we can define J.f(A) E(d) as in Th. 7. [6], because in the proof 
of this theorem is not used the countable additivity of E and the fact 
that A? is a a-field. 
The map f --f Jf(A) E(d) is homomorphic and 
thus the operator T = Jh E(d) is by Th. 3.2 [IO] spectral of scalar 
type and its resolution of the idently is bounded by M (see Th. 4 [1Jj). 
To finish the proof we have to verify the equality limn+,, p( T, , T) = 
0. For this let (A j , ai)! be a partitioning of K such that diam. uj < E 
and t.~ E uj E .9Y1 .
Using the inequalities 
we have 
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Since by Prop. 3.4 we can find n, such that E( T, , C(uj , l ))E(aJ = 
E(aj) E(Tn. , C(ui , 6)) = E(o$), for T.Z < n, , j = I,..., q we have 
linbrn I(T, - Ai)” E(o& < 2~ and limm+m / E(u,)( T, - A,), I1lnz < 2~ 
Y--- 
thus Ilmlz+,m p(T, , & Ai E(cQ)) ,< 2~. 
It follows 
and because Km,,, I C!==, hjE(uj) - T I = 0, the theorem is proved. 
3.12. THEOREM. The space Y” (resp. 9’) is a inductive limit of 
complete metric (resp. semi-metric) spaces. 
Proof. We have Y” = ind. lim, Ymo (resp. Y = ind lim, Ym). 
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